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SUMMARY 
The inaccuracies introduced by errors in the fission yields and by 
simplifications of tbe fission product chains are assessed. 
The effect of neglecting minor fission product chains and of 
grouping some of the fission products into aggregates is also discussed. 
Introduction 
In high burn-up thermal reactor fuel cycles the fission 
product poisoning becomes quite important. 
In case of uniformly graded exposure with a fuel burn-
up around 1.8 fissions per initial fissile atom the fis-
sion product absorption is more than 12 % of the total 
absorptions. 
This means that an accurate treatment of the fission 
product chains becomes essential, and the inaccuracies 
on the fission product yields can have an important ef-
fect on the burn-up calculations. 
Ordinary burn-up codes can only treat a limited number 
of fission products and not always allow the treatment 
of complicated chains. 
It is therefore necessary to group many fission products 
into pseudo-elements or aggregates and limit the number 
of those treated separately. 
The present work is aimed to evaluate the effect of the 
inaccuracies introduced by these simplifications and by 
the estimated errors on fission yields. It becomes in 
this way possible to make these simplifications in such 
a way as to give a minimum errors. 
Manuscript received on July 7, I966. 
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The BO code 
This assessment was made by writing a burn-up code (B.O.) 
able to treat a very high number of fission products and 
any complicated chain. 
This code can burn in a fixed flux a fuel of given com-
position for a specified time. 
Atomic concentrations of all isotopes, neutron balances 
and K m are printed in the output at different times 
in life. 
The average isotopie concentrations for a uniformly gra-
ded exposure are calculated and neutron balance and K<¿ 
are printed for this composition. 
The code uses a cross section library which has been 
obtained by the General Atomic G G C - II code (refe-
rence 2) . 
This library was produced by weighting the multi-group 
cross sections over a spectrum typical of uniformly gra-
ded exposure in the reactor type considered. 
Fission yields, decay constants and chain coupling due 
to absorption and decay, are given in the input. 
Fission product aggregates can be produced by a small 
separate code for any number of isotopes, by summation 
of the products of the cross sections by the fission 
yields of each isotope. The aggregates will then be used 
with a yield of 1.0. 
All the fission products with appreciable yields or with 
zero yields but part of a chain have been treated separately 
Only the isotopes with a very short half life have been 
neglected and their yield has been added to the one of 
their decay products. 
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Fission yields and chains 
Most fission product yields have been obtained by ref. 1 
where data from many different sources are quoted. 
In order to assess the error due to fission yield inaccu-
racies, three sets of values have been used: maximum, 
average or most probable, and minimum. 
Neglecting non binary fissions, the sum of all yields 
should be 200 %. 
While the sum of the average yields was already very near 
to 200 %, the sum's of the maximum and minimum yields were 
respectively higher and lower than this value. Because 
of this fact calculations have been repeated renormali-
zing the yields to a sum of 200 %. All fission yields 
used are quoted in tables 5 to 10. 
The most important fission product chains have been trea-
ted . The only very important chain appears to be the one 
from Ndi43 to Gdi58, and it is shown in table 1. Other 
11 chains of secondary importance have been considered 
and are shown in tables 2 to 4. 
Results 
In order to perform the present evaluations a U-Th fuel 
cycle for a High Temperature Graphite Reactor has been 
considered. 
The cycle was of the uniformly graded exposure type with 
a burn-up of 1.82 fissions per initial fissile atom, and 
the power density was 7 Mw/m . 
The burn-up calculation for this reactor has been repeated 
with the different sets of fission yields previously de-
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scribed, and with or without chains. In this latter ca-
se when no chains were considered, cumulative yields 
have been attributed to all the isotopes of dec?y chains 
(table 11). 
The results can be seen in figures 1 and 2 where the 
AK«, referred to the best reference case, are plotted 
as function of fuel lifetime. 
In the case of fig. 1 where the yields have not been 
normalized the effect of their uncertainties appears 
to be quite considerable, but in the normali'zed cases 
of fig. 2 it appears that the error is appreciably re-
duced. 
It is still not negligible, but one must consider that 
while the average yields had a sum already very near to 
200 %, the maximum and minimum yields needed to be re-
normalized. This means that they appear to come from 
less accurate sources. 
The error due to neglecting fission product chains can 
also be seen from these figures, and it is much higher 
than the one due to fission yields uncertainties. 
In Pig. 2 one can see that this error can be reduced by 
using cumulative yields, but it still remains untollerabl^, 
From fig. 1 it also appears that the only important chain 
is the one from Ndi43 to Gdl58. The other chains can be 
neglected provided one accounts for decay by using cu-
mulative yields for the isotopes of the decay chains which 
are not treated. 
The reduction in the chains allows the grouping of fis-
sion products in aggregates. 
Different aggregates specified in table 12 have been 
produced. 
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In order to evaluate the error due to aggregating, va­
rious calculations have been made without chains, using 
as a reference the case with no chains and cumulative 
yields. 
In this way it is possible to see the error introduced 
by aggregating, independently from the error due to ne­
glecting the chains. The results are shown in fig. 3. 
It appears that it is possible to aggregate the non sa­
turating fission products of low cross section, but the 
error becomes very high if more elements enter into the 
aggregate. 
Figs. 4 to 7 show the concentration and fractional absorp­
tion of the most important isotopes during life, for the 
best case, with all chains. The life averaged values of 
concentration and fractional absorption for this case 
are listed in table 12. Figs. 8 to 11 show the same data 
for the case with cumulative yields and no chains, out 
of which one can see which isotopes saturate and should 
not be put into the aggregate. 
Chain simplification 
As many codes cannot treat complicated fission product 
chains, the chain shown in table 1 has been cut in all 
possible ways. 
The effect in Δ*^ , relative to a reference case with the 
complete chain, is shown in fig. 12 as function of the 
fuel residence time, and the corresponding life average 
ΔΚ^ are quoted in table 13. All figures refer only to 
one cut at the time, the remaining part of the chain 
being not altered. In all cases where the cut involved 
a decay, the cumulative yield was used for the decay 
product. 
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From this study it was possible to find simplified chains 
involving a minimum error. They can be seen in table 14. 
It is of course better to use the complete chain, but 
these simplifications can be necessary in some code. 
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SE BR KR KR KR KR RB RB SR SR Y 
ZR ZR ZR ZR ZR MO MO MO MO TC RU RU RU RH PD PD PD PD PD AG CD CD CD CD IN TE TE TE I I XE XE XE XE XE CS CS CS BA LA CF CF PR CE ND ND ND ND ND NO ND PM PM PM PM SM SM SM SM SM 
I* SM EU EU EU GD GD 
82 81 83 84 85 86 85 87 88 90 89 91 ?! 9U 96 95 97 98 100 99 101 102 104 
103 05 06 
8¡ 
110 09 11 12 13 1U 15 26 28 30 27 29 31 32 34 35 136 33 35 37 
138 39 
42 Ζ 41 ­
GD TB 
«♦3 44 45 
M 48 50 47 48M 48 
«♦9 47 *8 49 
50 
$2 51» 53 m 
DECAY CONSTANT 
0. 0. 0. 
0. 2.07U0E­09 R · 0. 0. 
o· 0. o. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
o· 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
o· 




U233 FROM U235 
7.000CE­03 ^.5000E­03 1.ΐ700Ε-ύ2 1.0 e -OOF-02 5.300CE-03 3.2700E-02 1.9300E-02 U.5600E-U2 5.3700E-02 6.4300E-02 5.8600E-02 6.43P0E-02 6.6400E-02 7.00Π0Ε-02 6.6800E-02 5.5800E-02 6.1100E-02 5.3700E-02 5.1500E-02 4.U0O0E-02 4.9600E-02 2.9100E-02 2.2200E-02 9.4ÕO0E­03 1.6000E­02 5.0000E­03 2.4000E­03 1.5000E­03 6.0000E­04 3.0000E­04 4.4000E­04 2.5000E­04 2.0000E­04 1.9000E­04 2.0000E­04 2·0000Ε­04 2.4000E­03 
lO.OOOOE­03 2.7000E­02 6.0000E­03 2.0000E­02 3.5600E­02 4.6400E­02 5.9500E­02 6.0000E­02 6.6300E­02 5.7000E­02 
­0. 6.5800E­02 6.8000E­02 6.4000E­02 6.4700E­02 6.8300E­02 6.4000E­02 4.500ÕE­02 5.7000E­02 1.1000E­03 3.4700E­02 2.6300E­02 0. 
1.3400E-02 5.6000E-03 1.7800E-02 0-0 . 7.7000E-03 - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . 0 . 3.3500E­03 1.9000E­03 4.5000E­04 1.3000E­03 0. 2.0000E­04 0. ­0. l.lOOOF­04 0. 1.0000E­05 5.0000E­06 
2.3000E-03 1.4000E-03 5.UI4OOE-O3 
10.0000E­03 2.9300E­03 2.0200E­02 10.0000E­03 2.4900E­02 3.5700E­02 5.7700E­02 U.7900E­02 5.84Q0E­02 6.0300E­02 6.4500E­02 6.4000E­02 6.3300E­02 Λ.2700Ε­02 6.0900E­02 5.7800E­02 6.3000E­02 6.1000È­02 5.0000E­02 4.1000E­02 1.80O0E­02 2.9000E­02 9.0000E­03 3.8000E­03 1.9000E­03 7.0000E­04 2.4000E­04 3.0000E­04 1.9000E­04 
10·0000Ε­05 1.2000E­04 10.0000E­05 10.0000E­05 5.0000E­04 3.7000E­03 2.0000E­02 1.3000E­03 8.0000E­03 3.0200E­02 4.3800E­02 8.0600E­02 6.4100E­02 6.4600E­02 7.0300E­02 2.5000E­03 6.1500E­02 5.7400E­02 6.5500E­02 6.4400E­02 6.0100E­02 6.4000E­02 6.0000E­02 5.7100E­02 
­0. 3.9800E­02 3.0700E­02 2.6000E­02 1.7000E­02 6.7000E­03 
­0. 0. 0. 1.3000E­02 
­0. ­0. ­0. 0. I+.4000E-03 2.8100E-03 7.7000E-04 1.6900E-03 0. 3.3000E-04 0. 2.0000E­04 T.4000E­04 1.5000E­04 2.0000E­05 1.0000E­05 
YIELDS 
FROM PU239 
1.3000E-03 9.0000E-14 2.9000E-03 4.7000E-03 1.2700E-03 7.6000E-C3 U.12Û0E-03 9.2ÕC0E-03 1.4200E-02 2.2500E-C2 1.7100F-02 2.61C0E-02 3. 1400E-02 3.97C0E-02 U.4800E-02 5.1700E-02 5.0300E-02 5.6500E-02 5.8900E-02 7. 1000E-02 6. 1000E-02 5.9100E-02 6.0Q00E-02 5.9300E-02 5.6000E-02 3.9000E-02 4.5700E-02 3.0000E-02 2.0000E-02 7.0000E-03 1.4000E-02 2.7000E-03 
10.0000E­04 7.0000E­04 5.0000E­04 U.OOOOE­OU 2.5000E­03 8.0000E­03 2.50O0E­02 3.9000E­03 1.4000E­02 2.7700E­02 5.2600E­02 7.4700E­02 7.3500E­02 6.6300E­02 5.9700E­02 
­0. 6.6300E­02 6.3100E­02 6.6100E­02 5.A0OOE­02 5.0100E­02 4.5000E­02 U.4000E­02 4.9000E­02 
­0. 3.6300E­02 2.6000E­02 2.2000E­02 1.7300E­02 1.0100E­02 
­0. 0. 0. 
1.U000E­02 3.U000E­03 1. 1900E­03 ­0. 0. B.8000E-03 7.U00QE-03 2.9000E-03 3.I4OOOE-O3 0 . 1.6000E-03 0. - 0 . 1. 1000E­03 0. 6.1500E­04 
2. 1000E­04 
FROM PU241 
1.8000E­03 9.0000E­OLJ 2.900QE­03 4.7000E­03 1.2700E­03 7.6000E­03 4.1200E­03 9.2000E­03 1.4200E­02 2.2500E­02 1.7100E­02 2.6100E­02 3.1400E­02 3.9700E­02 U.4800E­02 5.1700E­02 4.0000E­02 5.6500E­02 5.8900E­02 7.1000E­02 6.2000E­02 5.9100E­02 6.000QE­02 5.9300E­02 6.2000E­02 3.9000E­02 4.5700E­02 3.0000E­02 2.0000E­0* 7.0000E­03 1.4000E­02 2.7000E­03 
10.0000E­04 4.0000E­03 5.0000E­04 4.0000E­04 2.5000E­03 8.0000E­03 2.5000E­02 3.9000E­03 1.4000E­02 3.4000E­02 5.2600E­02 7.4700E­02 6.5000E­02 6.6300E­02 6.0000E­02 
­0. 6.6300E­02 6.3100E­02 6.6100E­02 5.6000E­02 5.0100E­02 4.5000E­02 4.8000E­02 5.6000E­02 
­0. 3.600CE­02 2.6000E­02 2.2000E­02 1.7300E­02 1.0100E­02 
­0. 0. 0. 
1.2000E­02 3.4000E­03 1.1900E­03 ­0. 0. 5.0000E­03 3.0000E­03 2.9000E­03 2.0000E­03 0. 
10.0000E­0U 0. 
l!l000E­03 0. 6.1500E­04 2.1000E­04 
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82 81 83 84 85 86 85 87 83 90 89 91 92 93 94 96 95 97 98 100 99 01 02 OU 0.3 05 06 07 08 10 09 1 1 
12 
13 
1U 15 26 28 30 27 29 31 32 
34 
35 36 33 35 37 38 39 40 42 Ui 44 4.3 UU U5 U6 U7 U8 50 U7 U8M U8 U<> U7 U8 U9 50 51 5?. 
5 ii 53 5U 5 5 5 (f 5 5 5 6 5 7 5 Ρ 59 
DECAY CONSTANT 
­0. ­0. ­0. ­O· 2.0740E­09 ­0. ­0. ­O, ­0. 
­O· ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. •0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. 2.0928E­05 •0. •0. ­0. ­0. ­0. •0. •0. •0. •0. 2.8248E­08 •0. •0. ­0. •0. 7.2275E­07 •0. ­0. 8.4479E­09 1.9760E­07 1.4857E­06 3.6260E­06 1.6910E­19 •0. •0. •0. 2.7470E­10 •0. •0. 
■0. 1.3728E­09 5.4950E­09 
•0. 0. •0. •0. •0. •0. 
FROM U233 
7.0182E-03 4.5117E-03 1.173QE-02 1.9551E­02 5.8151E­03 3.2785E­02 1.9350E­02 4.5719E­02 5.3840E­02 6·4467Ε­02 5.8753E­02 6.4467E­02 6.6573E­02 7.0182E­02 6.6974E­02 5„5945Ε­02 6.1259E­02 5·3840Ε­02 5.1634Ε­02 4.4115Ε­02 4.9729Ε­02 2.9176Ε­02 2·2258Ε­02 9.4245Ε­03 1.6042Ε­02 5.0130Ε­03 2.4063Ε­03 1.5039Ε­03 6.0156Ε­04 3¿0078E­04 4.4Π5Ε­04 2.5065Ε­04 2.0052Ε­04 1.9049Ε­04 2.0052Ε­04 2.0052Ε­04 2.4063Ε­03 1.0026Ε­02 2.7070Ε­02 6.0156Ε­03 2.0052Ε­02 3.5693Ε­02 4.6521Ε­02 5.9655Ε­02 6.0156Ε­02 6.6473Ε­02 5.7148Ε­02 
­0. 
6.5971Ε­02 6.8Í77E­02 6.4167Ε­02 6.4869Ε­02 6.8478Ε­02 6.4167Ε­02 4.5117Ε­02 5.7148Ε­02 1.1029Ε­03 3.4790Ε­02 2.6368Ε­02 0. 1.3435Ε­02 5.6146Ε­03 1.7846Ε­02 0. 0. 7.7201Ε­03 ­0. ­0. ­0. 0. 3.3587Ε­03 1.9049Ε­03 U.5117E­0U 1.3034Ε­03 0. 2.0052E­0U 0. ­0. 1. 1029E­0U 0. 1.0026Ε­05 r'.0130L"­0(S 
NORMALISED AVERAGE ■ 
"FRÕ5IU235N F R 0 M D P U 2 3 ~ F ^ O M " P U 2 U 1 
2.7S23E-03 1.391lf-03 5.4Q56È-03 9.9367E-03 2.9Π5Ε-03 2.0072E-02 9.9367E-03 2.4742E­02 3.5474E­02 5.7335E­02 4.7597E­02 5.8030E­02 5.9918E­02 6.4092E­02 6.3595E­02 6.2899E­02 6.2303E­02 6.0515E­02 5.7434E­02 6.2601E­02 6.0614E­02 4.9684E­02 4.0740E­02 1.7886E­02 2.8816E­02 8.9430E­03 3·7759Ε­03 1.8880E­03 6.9557E­04 2.3848E­04 2.9810E­04 1.8880E­04 9.9367E­05 1.1924E­04 9.9367E­05 9.9367E­05 4.9684E­04 3.6766E­03 1.9873E­02 1.2918E­03 7.9494E­03 3.0009E­02 4·3523Ε­02 8.0090E­02 6.3694E­02 6.4191E­02 6.9855E­02 2.4842E­03 6.1111E­02 5.7037E­02 6.5085E­02 6.3992E­02 5.9720E­02 6.3595E­02 5.9620E­02 5.6739E­02 
­0. 3.9548E­02 3.0506E­02 2.5835E­02 1.6892E­02 6.6576E­03 ­0. 0. 0. 1.2918E­02 ­0. ­0. ­O, 0. 
4.3722E­03 2.7922E­03 7.6513E­04 1.6793E­03 0. 3.2791E­04 0. 
1.9873E-0U 1.391ÍE-OU 1.4905E-0U 1 .9873E-05 7 .9367E-06 
1. 9 2 • Î339E­03 4.7549E­03 1.2848E­03 7.6888E­03 4.1681E­03 9.3075E-Q3 1.4366E-02 2.2763E-02 1.7300E-02 2.6405E-02 3.1767E-02 4.0164E-02 4.5323E-02 5.2304E-02 5.0888E-02 5.7160E-02 5.9588E-02 7.1829E-02 6.1713E-02 5.9790E-02 6.0701E-02 5.9993E-02 5.6654E-02 3.9456E-02 4.6234E-02 3.0350E-02 2.0234E-02 7.0818E-03 1.4164E-02 2.7315E-03 1.0117E-03 7.0818E-04 5.0584E-04 4.0467E-04 2.5292E-03 8.0935E-03 2.5292E-02 3.9456E-03 1.4164E-02 2.8024E-02 5.3215E-02 7.5573E-02 7.4359E-02 6.7075E-02 6.0397E-02 
­0. 6.7075E­02 6.3837E­02 6.6872E­02 5.6654E­02 5.0685E­02 4.5526E­02 4.4514E­02 4.9572E­02 
­0. 3.6724E­02 2.6304E­02 2.2257E­02 1.7502E­02 1.0218E­02 ­0. 0. 0. 
1.4164E­02 3.4397E­03 1.2039E­03 ­0. 0. 
8.9028E­03 7.4865E­03 2.9339E­03 3.4397E­03 0. 1.6187E­03 0. ­0. 
1. 1129E­03 0. 6.2218E­0U 
2. 12U5E­0U 
1.82U2E-03 9.1208E-04 2.9389E-03 ï:!» Ν 
7.7020Ε­03 4.1753Ε­03 9.3235Ε­03 1.4391Ε­02 2.2802Ε­02 1.7330Ε­02 2.6450Ε­02 3.1822Ε­02 4.0233Ε­02 4.5401Ε­02 5.2394Ε­02 4.0537Ε­02 5.7259Ε­02 5.9691Ε­02 7.1953Ε­02 6.2832Ε­02 5.9893Ε­02 6.0806Ε­02 6.0096Ε­02 6.2832Ε­02 3.9524Ε­02 4.6314Ε­02 3.0403Ε­02 2.0269Ε­02 7.0940Ε­03 1.4188Ε­02 2.7362Ε­03 1.0134Ε­03 4.0537Ε­03 5.0671Ε­04 4.0537Ε­04 2.5336Ε­03 8.1074Ε­03 2.5336Ε­02 3.9524Ε­03 1.4188Ε­02 3.4456Ε­02 5.3306Ε­02 7.5703Ε­02 6.5873Ε­02 6.7190Ε­02 6.0806Ε­02 
­0. 6.7190Ε­02 6.3947È­02 6.6987Ε­02 5.6752Ε­02 5.0773Ε­02 4.5604Ε­02 4.8644Ε­02 5.6752Ε­02 
­0. 3.6483Ε­02 2.6349Ε­02 2.2295Ε­02 1.7532Ε­02 1.0236Ε­02 ­0. 0. 0. 
1.2161Ε­02 3.4456Ε­03 1.2060Ε­03 ­0. 0. 5.0671Ε­03 3.0403Ε­03 2.9389Ε­03 2.0269Ε­03 0. 1.0134Ε­03 0. ­0. 1.1 148Ε­03 0. 6.2326Ε­04 2.1282Ε­04 










































































































» 83 84 85 86 85 87 88 90 89 91 92 93 94 96 
ï? 
98 100 99 01 02 04 03 05 06 07 08 10 09 11 12 13 14 15 26 28 30 27 29 31 32 34 35 36 
33 35 37 38 39 40 
« 44 43 44 45 46 47 48 50 47 48M 48 49 47 48 49 50 51 52 54 53 54 55 154 155 m 1 1 ? : 
DECAY CONSTANT 
­ο · 
• 0 . ­ 0 . 2 . 0 7 4 0 E ­ 0 9 • 0 . ­ 0 . ­ 0 . • 0 . • 0 . • 0 . • 0 . • 0 . • 0 . • 0 . • 0 . • 0 . :8: 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . • 0 9 2 8 Ε ­ 0 5 -8 • 0 . 
*δ· 
· 0 · 
•ο . 
­ 0 . • 0 . ­ 0 . 2 . 8 2 4 8 Ε ­ 0 8 ­ 0 . ­ 0 . ­ 0 . ­ 0 . 7 . 2 2 7 5 Ε ­ 0 7 ­ 0 . ­ 0 · 8.4479Ε­09 1.9760Ε­07 1.4857Ε­06 3.6260Ε­06 1.6910Ε­19 ­0. ­0. 2Ι7470Ε­10 ­0. ­0. 




7.0000Ε­03 4.5000Ε­03 1.170QE­02 1.9500Ε­02 5.8000Ε­03 3.2700Ε­02 1.9500Ε­02 4.5600Ε­02 5.3700Ε­02 6.430QE­02 5.8600Ε­02 6.5300Ε­02 6.7000Ε­02 7.1000Ε­02 6.8200Ε­02 5.6000Ε­02 6.1100Ε­02 5·'3700Ε­02 5.Ì800E­02 4.4100Ε­02 4.9600Ε­02 3.ÓQ0QE­02 2.3700Ε­02 9.6000Ε­03 1.600QE­02 5.0000Ε­03 2.Η000Ε­03 1.5000Ε­03 6.QQ0ÖE­04 3.0000Ε­04 4.4000Ε­04 2.5000É­04 2.0000Ε­04 1.9000Ε­04 2.0000Ε­04 2.0000Ε­04 2.4000Ε­03 10.0000Ε­03 2.7000Ε­02 6.0000Ε­03 2.0000Ε­02 3.7400Ε­02 5.1000Ε­02 6.5400Ε­02 6.0000Ε­02 6.6300Ε­02 6.1800Ε­02 3.0000Ε­04 7.Ϊ600Ε-02 6.8000Ε-02 6.4000Ε-02 6.4700Ε-02 6.8300Ε-02 6.4Q00E-02 4.5000Ε-02 6.4500Ε-02 9.2000Ε-03 3.4700Ε-02 2.6300Ε-02 0. 
1.3400Ε-02 5.6000Ε-03 2.1000Ε-02 0. 0. 7.7000Ε-03 4.5000Ε-03 0. 3.0000Ε-04 0. 3.3500Ε-03 2.2000Ε-03 4.5000Ε-04 1.3000Ε-03 0. 
2.0000Ε-04 0. 0. 1.1000Ε-04 0. 1.0000Ε-05 5·0000Ε-06 
MAXIMUM 
FISSION YIELDS-
FROM U235 FROM PU239 
2.8000E-03 1.4000E-03 6.7000E-03 1.2700E-02 3.0000E-03 2.4500E-02 10.0000E-03 2.4900E-02 3.5700E-02 5.9000E-02 4.7900E-02 5.8400E-02 6.0300E-02 6.5000E-02 6.4000E-02 6.3300E-02 6.2700E-02 6.Q900E-Q2 5.7800E-02 6.3000E-02 6.1000E-02 5.QQ00E-02 4.1000E-02 1.8000E-02 2.9000E-02 9.0000E-03 3.8000E-03 1.9000E-03 7.0000E-04 2.4000E-04 3.0000E-04 1.9000E-04 
10.0000E-05 1.2000E-04 1Q.O0O0E-05 1.1000E-04 5.0000E-04 3.7Q00E-03 2.0000E-02 1.3000E-03 
10.0000E-03 3.2800E-02 4.9200E-02 8·6400Ε-02 6.4100E-02 7.1000E-02 7.4300E-02 1.3000E-02 6.8100E-02 5.7400E-02 6.5500E-02 6.4400E-02 6.0100E-02 6.4Q00E-02 6.1000E-02 6.0300E-02 
10.0000E-04 4.0000E-02 3.2000E-02 2.7000E-02 1.7100E-02 7.4000E-03 2.0000E-03 0. 0. 
1.3000E-02 2.2000E-03 0. 2.0000E-03 0. 5.0000E-03 2.8500E-03 9.0800E-04 1.7000E-03 0. 3.3000E-04 0. 2.0000E-04 2.6000E-04 1.5000E-04 8.4000E-05 1.0000E-05 
1.8000E-03 9.0000E-04 2.9000E-03 4.7000E-03 5.5000E-03 7.6000E-03 4.1200E-03 9.2000E-03 1.4200E-02 2.3100E-02 1.7100E-02 2.6100E-02 3.1400E-02 3.9700E-02 4.4800E-02 5.1700E-02 5.0300E-02 5.6500E-Q2 5.8900Ë-02 7. 1000E-02 6.1000E-02 5.9100E-02 5.9900E-02 5.9300E-02 5.6000E-02 3.9000E-02 4.5700E-02 3.0000E-02 2.0000E-02 7.0000E-03 1.4000E-02 2.7000E-03 
10.0000E-04 7.0000E-04 5.0000E-04 4.0000E-04 2.5000E-03 8.0000E-03 2.5000E-02 3.9000E-03 1.4000E-02 3.7900E-02 5.2900E-02 7.4800E-02 7.4300E-02 7.1600E-02 6.9200E-02 
-0. 6.6300E-02 6.3100E-02 6.6100E-02 7.3600E-02 6.6900E-02 6.0200E-02 5.2900E-02 6.3100E-02 1.9000E-02 4.2400E-02 3.5300E-02 2.2000E-02 2.3000E-02 1.3800E-02 3.8000E-03 0. 0. 
1.4000E-02 9.8000E-03 1.1900E-03 4.9000E-03 0. 
1.1700E-02 8.R000E-03 4.0000E-03 3.4000E-03 0, 3.0000E-03 0. 
2.9000E-03 4.7800E-03 0. 6.1500E-04 2.1000E-04 
FROM PU241 
1.8000E-03 9.0000E-04 2.9000E-03 4.7000E-03 5.5000E-03 7.6000E-03 4.1200E-03 9.2000E-03 1.4200E-02 2.3100E-02 1.7100E-02 2.6100E-02 3.1400E-02 3.9700E-02 4.4800E-02 5.1700E-02 4.0000E-02 5.6500E-02 5.8900E-02 7.1000E-02 6.2000E-02 5.9100E-02 5.9900E-02 5.9300E-02 6.2000E-02 3.9000E-02 4.5700E-02 3.0000E-02 2.0000E-02 7.0000E-03 1.4000E-02 2.7000E-03 
10.0000E-04 4.0000E-03 5.0000E-04 4.0000E-04 2.5000E-03 8.0000E-03 2.5000E-02 3.9000E-03 1.4000E-02 3.4000E-02 5.2900E-02 7.4800E-02 6.5000E-02 7.1600E-02 6.0000E-02 
-0. 6.6300E-02 6.3100E-02 6.6100E-02 7.3600E-02 6.6900E-02 6.0200E-02 4.8000E-02 5.6000E-02 1.9000E-02 3.6000E-02 3.5300E-02 2.2000E-02 2.3000E-02 1.3800E-02 3.8000E-03 0. 0. 
1.2000E-02 9.8000E-03 1.1900E-03 4.9000E-03 0. 5.0000E-02 3.0000E-03 4.0000E-03 2.0000E-03 0. 3.0000E-03 0. 2.9000E-03 4.7800E-03 0. 6.1500E-04 2.1000E-04 
TABLE N° 8 
MATERIAL DECAY CONSTANT 
H M 
υ 






















KR KR KR KR RB RB SR SR 
Y ZR S 
ZR ZR MO MO MO MO 
TC RU RU RU RH PD PD PD PD PD AG CD CD CD CD IN TE TE TE I I XE XE XE XE XE CS CS CS BA LA CE CE PR 
ND 
ND ND ND ND ND ND PM PM PM PM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM EU EU EU GD GD GD GD GD TB 
R 
83 84 85 86 85 87 88 15 
91 92 
93 94 96 95 97 98 100 
99 101 102 104 103 105 106 107 108 110 109 111 112 113 114 115 126 128 130 127 129 131 132 13U 135 
136 133 135 137 
138 139 140 142 141 144 143 144 145 146 147 148 150 147 148M 148 149 
147 148 149 
150 151 152 154 153 154 
155 154 155 156 157 158 159 
: 8 : 
­0· ­0. 2.0740E· ­0. : 8 : ­0. ­0, ­0. ­0. 
­0· ­0. ­0. ­0. 
­0· ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. 
­0· ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. 2.0928E­­0, ­0. ­0, : 8 : ­0. ­0. ­0. 
­0· 2.8248E­­0. 
­0· ­0· ­0. 7.2275E­
­0· ­0. 8.4479E­1.9760E­1.4857E­3.6260E­1.6910E­









6.8316E­03 4.3917E­03 1.1419E­02 1.9031E­02 5.6605E­03 3.1913E­02 1.9031E­02 4.4503E­02 5.2408E­02 6.2753E­02 5.7190E­02 6.3729E­02 6.5388E­02 6.9292E­02 6.6559E­02 5.4653E­02 5.9630E­02 5.2408E­02 5.0554E­02 4.3039E­02 4.8407E­02 2.9278E­02 2.3T30E­02 9.3690E­03 1.5615E­02 4.8797E­03 •3423E­03 •4639E­03 
NORMALISED MAXIMUM­
'FRÓM'UIÌS" FR0MDPÛ239*" FROM PU241 
? Î .8556E-04 Î .9278E-04 4.2941E-04 2.4399E-04 1.9519E-04 1.8543E-04 1.9519E-04 1.9519E-04 2.3423E-03 9.7594E-03 2.6350E-02 5.8556E-03 1.9519E-02 3.6500E-02 4.9773E-02 6.3827E-02 5.8556E-02 6.4705E-02 6.0313E-02 2.9278E-04 6.9877E-02 6.6364E-02 6.2460E-02 6.3143E-02 6.6657E-02 6.2460E-02 4.3917E-02 6.2948E-02 8.9787E-03 3.3865E-02 2.5667E-02 0 . 
1.3078E­02 5.4653E­03 2.0495E­02 0. 0. 7.5147E­03 4.3917E­03 0. 2.9278E­04 0. 3.2694E­03 2.1471E­03 4.3917E­04 1.2687E­03 0. 1.9519E­04 0. 0. 1.0735E­04 0. 9.7594E­06 4.8797E­06 
2.6899E­03 1.3450E­03 6.4366E­03 1.2201E­02 2.8821E­03 2.3537E­02 9.6068E­03 2.3921E­02 3.4296E­02 5.6680E­02 4.6017E­02 5.6104E­02 5.7929E­02 6.2444E­02 6.1484E­02 6.0811E­02 6·0235Ε­02 5.8506E­02 5.5527E­02 6.0523E­02 5.8602E­02 4.8034E­02 3.9388E­02 1.7292E­02 2.7860E­02 8.6461E­03 3.6506E­03 1.8253E­03 6.7248E­04 2.3056E­04 2.8821E­04 1.8253E­04 9.6068E­05 1.1528E­04 9.6068E­05 1.0568E­04 4.8034E­04 3.5545E­03 1.9214E­02 1.2489E­03 9.6068E­03 3.Ϊ510Ε-02 4.7266E-02 8.3003E-02 6.1580E-02 6.8209E-02 7.Ϊ379Ε-02 1.2489E-02 6.5423E-02 5.5143E-02 6.2925E-02 6.1868E-02 5.7737E-02 6.1484E-02 5.8602E-02 5.7929E-02 9.6068E-04 3.8427E-02 3.0742E-02 2.5938E-02 1.6428E-02 7.1091E-03 1.9214E-03 0. 0. 
1.2489E-02 2.T135E-03 0. 
1.9214E-03 

















































6.1597E-02 5.8624E-02 6. 1411E-02 6.8379E-02 6.2154E-02 5.5929E-02 4.9147E-02 5.8624E-02 1.7652E-02 3.9392E-02 3.2796E-02 2.0439E-02 2.1368E-02 1.2821E-02 3.5304E-03 0. 0. 
Ϊ.3007Ε-02 9.1048E-03 1.1056E-03 4.5524E-03 0. 
1.0870E-02 8.1757E-03 3.7162E-03 3.1588E-03 0. 
2.7872E-03 0. 2.6943E-03 4.4409E-03 0. 
5.7137E-04 1.9510E-04 
1.6814E-03 8.4072E-04 2.7090E-03 4.3904E-03 5. 1378E-03 7.0994E-03 3.8486E-03 8.5941E-03 1.3265E-02 2.1579E-02 1.5974E-02 2.4381E-02 2.9332E-02 3.7085E-02 4.1849E-02 4.3295E-02 3.7365E-02 5.2779E-02 5.5021E-02 6.6324E-02 5.7916E-02 5.5207E-02 5.5955E-02 5.5394E-02 5.7916E-02 3.6431E-02 4.2690E-02 2.8024E-02 1.8633E-02 6.5390E-03 1.3078E-02 2.5222E-03 9.3414E-04 3.7365E-03 4.6707E-04 3.7365E-04 2.3353E-03 7.4731E-03 2.3353E-02 3.6431E-03 1.3078E-02 3.1761E-02 4.9416E-02 6.9873E-02 6.0719E-02 6.6884E-02 5.6048E-02 -0. 6.1933E-02 5.8944E-02 6.1746E-02 6.8752E-02 6.2U94E-02 5.6235E-02 4.4839E-02 5.2312E-02 1.7749E-02 3.3629E-02 3.2975E-02 2.0551E-02 2.1485E-02 1.2Θ91Ε-02 3.5U97E-03 0. 0. 
1. 1210E-02 9.15U5E-03 1. 1 116E-03 4.5773E-03 0. 4.6707E-02 2.8024E-03 3.7365E-03 1.8683E-03 0. 2.8024E-07 0. 




CON IST ANT 
-MINIMUM-

















­ o . ­ o . ­ o . ­ o . 2 . 0 7 4 0 E - 0 9 - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . 
~8· 





- · 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 
7 . 0 0 0 0 Ε - 0 3 4 . 5 0 0 0 Ε - 0 3 1 . 1 4 0 0 Ε - 0 2 1 .9000Ε-02 5 . 6 0 0 0 Ε - 0 3 3 . 1 8 0 0 Ε - 0 2 1 .9300Ε-02 4 . 5 6 0 0 Ε - 0 2 5 . 3 0 0 0 Ε - 0 2 4 . 5 6 0 0 Ε - 0 2 5 . 8 6 0 0 Ε - 0 2 6 . 4 3 0 0 Ε - 0 2 6 . 6 4 0 0 Ε - 0 2 6 . 9 8 0 0 Ε - 0 2 6 . 6 8 0 0 Ε - 0 2 5 . 5 8 0 0 Ε - 0 2 6 . 1 0 0 0 Ε - 0 2 5 . 3 5 0 0 Ε - 0 2 5 . 1 5 0 0 Ε - 0 2 4 . 4 0 0 0 Ε - 0 2 4 . 9 6 0 0 Ε - 0 2 2 . 9 1 0 0 Ε - 0 2 2 . 2 2 0 0 Ε - 0 2 9 . 4 0 0 0 Ε - 0 3 1 . 6 0 0 0 Ε - 0 2 5 . 0 0 0 0 Ε - 0 3 2 . 4 0 0 0 Ε - 0 3 U 5 0 0 0 E - 0 3 6 . 0 0 0 0 Ε - 0 4 3 . 0 0 0 0 Ε - 0 4 4 . 4 0 0 0 Ε - 0 4 2 . 5 0 0 0 Ε - 0 4 2 . 0 0 0 0 Ε - 0 4 1 .9000Ε-04 2 . 0 0 0 0 Ε - 0 4 2 . 0 0 0 0 Ε - 0 4 2 . 4 0 0 0 Ε - 0 3 
10 .0000E-Q3 2 . 7 0 0 0 Ε - 0 2 6 . 0 0 0 0 Ε - 0 3 2 . 0 0 0 0 Ε - 0 2 3 . 3 9 0 0 Ε - 0 2 4 . 6 4 0 0 Ε - 0 2 5 . 9 5 0 0 Ε - 0 2 6 . 0 0 0 0 Ε - 0 2 6 . 6 3 0 0 Ε - 0 2 5 . 2 0 0 0 Ε - 0 2 
- 0 · 5 . 3 9 0 0 Ε - 0 2 6 . 8 0 0 0 Ε - 0 2 5 . 9 1 0 0 Ε - 0 2 5 . 4 5 0 0 Ε - 0 2 5 . 5 0 0 0 Ε - 0 2 5 . 5 7 0 0 Ε - 0 2 3 . 6 9 0 0 Ε - 0 2 5 . 0 0 0 0 Ε - 0 2 1 . 1 0 0 0 Ε - 0 3 2 . 8 2 0 0 Ε - 0 2 2 . 2 0 0 0 Ε - 0 2 0 . 1 . 0 3 0 0 Ε - 0 2 4 . 8 0 0 0 Ε - 0 3 1 . 5 3 0 0 Ε - 0 2 0 . 0 . 7 . 7 0 0 0 Ε - 0 3 ­0. ­0. ­0. 0. 2.6000Ε­03 1.7000Ε­03 3.7000Ε­04 Ì.3000E­03 0. ­0. 0. ­0. 1.1000Ε­04 0. 1.0000Ε­05 5.0000Ε­06 
2.8000Ε­03 1.4000Ε­03 5.4400Ε­03 10.0000Ε­03 2.9300Ε­03 2.0200Ε­02 10.0000Ε­03 2.4900Ε­02 3.5700Ε­02 5.7700Ε­02 4.7900Ε­02 5.8400Ε­02 6.0300Ε­02 6.4500Ε­02 6.4000Ε­02 6.3300Ε­02 6.2700Ε­02 6.0900Ε­02 5.7800Ε­02 6.3000Ε­02 6.1000Ε­02 5.0000Ε­02 4.1000Ε­02 1.8000Ε­02 2.9000Ε­02 9.0000Ε­03 3.8000Ε­03 1.9000Ε­03 7.0000Ε­04 2·4000Ε­04 3.0000Ε­04 1.9000Ε­04 
10.0000Ε­05 1.2000Ε­04 10.0000Ε­05 9.9990Ε­05 5.0000Ε­04 3.7000Ε­03 2.0000Ε­02 1·3000Ε­03 8.0000Ε­03 2.9300Ε­02 4.3800Ε­02 8.0600Ε­02 6.0500Ε­02 6.4600Ε­02 6.5900Ε­02 
­0. 5.9000Ε­02 5.7400Ε­02 6.5500Ε­02 6.3000Ε­02 5.8000Ε­02 5.6000Ε­02 6.0000Ε­02 5.4000Ε­02 
­Ο. 3.6200Ε­02 2.8100Ε­02 2.6000Ε­02 1.6400Ε­02 6.5800Ε­03 ­0. 0. 0. •3000Ε­02 -1: •­0. ­0. 0. 4.4000Ε­03 2.7900Ε­03 7.7000Ε­04 1.6900Ε­03 0. 3.0000Ε­04 Ο, ­0. 1.4000Ε­04 1.5000Ε­04 2.0000Ε­06 1.0000Ε­05 
1.8000Ε­03 9.0000Ε­04 2.9000Ε­03 4.7000Ε­03 1.2700Ε­03 7.5000Ε­03 - 0 . 9 . 2 0 0 0 Ε - 0 3 1 .3900Ε-02 2 . 2 5 0 0 Ε - 0 2 1 .7100Ε-02 2 . 6 1 0 0 Ε - 0 2 3 . 1 4 0 0 Ε - 0 2 3 . 9 7 0 0 Ε - 0 2 4 . 4 8 0 0 Ε - 0 2 5 . 1 7 0 0 Ε - 0 2 5 . 0 3 0 0 Ε - 0 2 5 . 6 5 0 0 Ε - 0 2 5 . 8 9 0 0 Ε - 0 2 7 . 1 0 0 0 Ε - 0 2 6 . 1 0 0 0 Ε - 0 2 5 . 9 1 0 0 Ε - 0 2 5 . 9 9 0 0 Ε - 0 2 5 . 9 3 0 0 Ε - 0 2 5 . 6 0 0 0 Ε - 0 2 3 . 9 0 0 0 Ε - 0 2 4 . 5 7 0 0 Ε - 0 2 3 . 0 0 0 0 Ε - 0 2 2 . 0 0 0 0 Ε - 0 2 7 . 0 0 0 0 Ε - 0 3 1 .4000Ε-02 2 . 7 0 0 0 Ε - 0 3 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 Ε - 0 4 7 .0000E-0U 5 . 0 0 0 0 Ε - 0 4 4 . 0 0 0 0 Ε - 0 4 2 . 5 0 0 0 Ε - 0 3 8 . 0 0 0 0 Ε - 0 3 2 . 5 0 0 0 Ε - 0 2 3 . 9 0 0 0 Ε - 0 3 1 .4000Ε-02 2 . 7 1 0 0 Ε - 0 2 3 . 7 9 0 0 Ε - 0 2 5 . 3 7 0 0 Ε - 0 2 7 . 2 7 0 0 Ε - 0 2 6 . 5 7 0 0 Ε - 0 2 4 . 9 7 0 0 Ε - 0 2 
­0. 4.9400Ε­02 5.3800Ε­02 6.6100Ε­02 5.5200Ε­02 4.9700Ε­02 4.5000Ε­02 3.6000Ε­02 4.4900Ε­02 
­0. 3.1200Ε­02 2.5700Ε­02 2.2000Ε­02 1.7100Ε­02 1.0100Ε­02 ­0. 0. 0. 1.4000Ε­02 3.4000Ε­03 ­0. ­0. 0. 7.9000Ε­03 6.1600Ε­03 2.9000Ε­03 3.4000Ε­03 0. 2.5400Ε­05 0. ­0. 8.0000Ε­04 0. 6.1500Ε­04 2.1000Ε­04 
1 .8000Ε-03 9 . 0 0 0 0 Ε - 0 4 2 . 9 0 0 0 Ε - 0 3 4 . 7 0 0 0 Ε - 0 3 1 .2700Ε-03 7 . 5 0 0 0 Ε - 0 3 ­0. 9.2000Ε­03 1.3900Ε­02 2.2500Ε­02 1.7100Ε­02 2.6100Ε­02 3.1400Ε­02 3.9700Ε­02 U.4800E­02 5.1700Ε­02 4.0000Ε­02 5.6500Ε­02 5.8900Ε­02 7.1000Ε­02 6.2000Ε­02 5.9100Ε­02 5.9900Ε­02 5.9300Ε­02 6.2000Ε­02 3.9000Ε­02 4.5700Ε­02 3.0000Ε­02 2.0000Ε­02 7.0000Ε­03 1.4000Ε­02 2.7000Ε­03 
10.0000Ε­04 4.0000Ε­03 5.0000Ε­04 4.0000Ε­04 2.5000Ε­03 8.0000Ε­03 2.5000Ε­02 3.9000Ε­03 1.4000Ε­02 3.4000Ε­02 3.7900Ε­02 5.3700Ε­02 6.5000Ε­02 6.5700Ε­02 6.0000Ε­02 
­0. U.9U00E­02 5.3800Ε­02 6.6100Ε­02 5.5200Ε­02 U.9700E­02 4.5000Ε­02 4.3000Ε­02 5.6000Ε­02 
­0. 3.6000Ε­02 2.5700Ε­02 2.2000Ε­02 1.7100Ε­02 1.0100Ε­02 ­0. 0. 0. 



























SE BR KR KR KR KR RB RB SR SR Y ZR ZR ZR ZR ZR MO MO MO MO TC RU RU RU RH PD PD PD PD PD AG CD CD CD CD IN TE TE TE I I XE XE XE XE XE CS CS CS BA LA CE CE PR CE ND ND ND ND ND ND ND PM PM PM PM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM EU EU EU 
S 
GD GD GD TB 
R 83 84 85 86 85 87 88 90 89 91 92 93 9U 96 95 97 98 100 99 101 102 104 103 105 106 107 108 110 109 111 112 
Î 1 3 114 115 126 128 130 127 129 131 132 134 135 136 133 135 137 138 139 140 142 41 




• R · 
- O · 
­ £ · 
­ o . 
2 . 0 7 4 0 E - 0 9 - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . • 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . - 0 . 
■ 0 . - 0 . - 0 . • 0 . • 0 . 
• o , 




FROM U233 FROM U235 FROM PU239 
7.4303E­03 4.7766E­03 1.2101E­02 2.0168E­02 5.9442E­03 3.3755E­02 2.0486E­02 4.8403E­02 5.6258E­02 4.8403E­02 6.2202E­02 6.8253E­02 7.0482E­02 7.4091E­02 7.0906E­02 5.9230E­02 6.4750E­02 5.6789E­02 5.4666E­02 4.6705E­02 5.2649E­02 3.Ô889E­02 2.3565E­02 9.9778E­03 1.6984E­02 5.3074E­03 2.5475E­03 T.5922E­03 6.3688E­04 3.1844E­04 4.6705E­04 2.6537E­04 2.1229E­04 2.0168E­04 2.1229E­04 2.1229E­04 2.5475E­03 T.0615E­02 2.8660E­02 6.3688E­03 2.1229E­02 3.5984E­02 4.9252E­02 6.3158E­02 6.3688E­02 7.0376E­02 5.5197E­02 
•0. 5.7213E­02 7.2180E­02 6.2733E­02 5.7850E­02 5.8381E­02 5.9124E­02 3.9168E­02 5.3074E­02 Ϊ.Ϊ676Έ-03 2.9934E-02 2.3352E-02 0. 
1.0933E-02 5.0951E-03 1.6241E-02 0. 0. 8.1733E-03 -0. •0. -0. 0. 2.7598E-03 1.8045E-03 3.9274E-04 1.3799E-03 0. •0. 0. -0. 1.1676E-04 0. 1.0615E-05 5.3074E-06 
2.8325E-03 1.4163E-03 5.5031E-03 1.0Π6Ε-02 2.9640E-03 2.0434E-02 1.0116E-02 2.5189E-02 3.6114E-02 5.8370E-02 4.8456E-02 5.9078E-02 6.1000E-02 6.5249E-02 6.4743E-02 6.4035E-02 6.3428E-02 6.1607E-02 5.8471E-02 6.3731E-02 6.1708E-02 5.0580E-02 4.1476E-02 1.8209E-02 2.9337E-02 9f 1045E-03 3.8441E-03 1.9221E-03 7.0813E-04 2.4279E-04 3.0348E-04 1.9221E-04 1.0116E-04 Î.2139E­0U 1.0116E­04 1.0115E­04 5.0580E­04 3.7429E­03 2.0232E­02 1.3151E­03 8.0929E­03 2.9640E­02 4.4308E­02 8.1536E­02 6.1202E­02 6.5350E­02 6.6665E­02 
­0. 5.9685E­02 5.8066E­02 6.6260E­02 6.3731E­02 5.8673E­02 5.6650E­02 6.0696E­02 5.4627E­02 ­0. 3.6620E­02 2.8426E­02 2.6302E­02 1.6590E­02 6.6564E­03 ­0. 0. 0. 1.3151E­02 ­0. ­0. ­0. 0. 4.4511E­03 2.8224E­03 7.7894E­04 1.7096E­03 0. 3.0348E­04 0. •0. 1.4163E­0U 1.5174E­04 2.0232E­06 1.0Π6Ε­05 
Ì 
1.9207E­03 9.6037E­04 3.0945E­03 5.0153E­03 1.3552E­03 8.0031E­03 0. 9 . 3 1 7 1 E - 0 3 1 .4832E-02 2 . 4 0 0 9 E - 0 2 • 8 2 4 7 E - 0 2 _ . 7 8 5 1 E - 0 2 3 . 3 5 0 6 E - 0 2 4 . 2 3 6 3 E - 0 2 4 . 7 8 0 5 E - 0 2 5 . 5 1 6 8 E - 0 2 5 . 3 6 7 4 E - 0 2 6 . 0 2 9 0 E - 0 2 6 . 2 8 5 1 E - 0 2 7 . 5 7 6 2 E - 0 2 6 . 5 0 9 2 E - 0 2 6 . 3 0 6 4 E - 0 2 6 . 3 9 1 8 E - 0 2 6 . 3 2 7 8 E - 0 2 5 . 9 7 5 6 E - 0 2 4 . 1 6 1 6 E - 0 2 4 . 8 7 6 5 E - 0 2 3 . 2 0 1 2 E - 0 2 2 . 1 3 4 2 E - 0 2 7 .4695E-03 1 .4939E-02 2 .R811E-03 1 .0671E-03 7 .4695E-04 5 . 3 3 5 4 E - 0 4 4 . 2 6 8 3 E - 0 4 2 . 6 6 7 7 E - 0 3 8 . 5 3 6 6 E - 0 3 2 . 6 6 7 7 E - 0 2 U.1616E-03 1 .4939E-02 2 . 8 9 1 8 E - 0 2 4 . 0 4 4 2 E - 0 2 5 . 7 3 0 2 E - 0 2 7 . 7 5 7 6 E - 0 2 7 . 0 1 0 7 E - 0 2 5 .303UE-02 0 . 
5.2714E­02 5.7U09E­02 7.0534E­02 5.8903E­02 5.3034E­02 4.R018E­02 3.8415E­02 4.7912E­02 0. 
3.3293E­02 2.7424E­02 2.3476E­02 1.8247E­02 1.0777E­02 0. 0. 
?· 






1.8488E­03 9.2439E­04 2.9786E­03 4.8274E­03 1.3044E­03 7.7033E­03 
~9.4494E­03 1.4277E­02 2.3110E­02 1.7563E­02 2.6807E­02 3.2251E­02 4.0776E­02 4.6014E­02 5.3101E­02 4.1084E­02 5.8031E­02 6.0496E­02 7.2924E­02 6.3681E­02 6.0702E­02 6.1524E­02 6.0907E­02 6.3681E­02 4.0057E­02 4.6939E­02 3.0813E­02 2.05U2E­02 7.1897E­03 1.4379E­02 2.7732E­03 1.0271E­03 4.1084E­03 5.1355E­04 4.1084E­04 2.5678E­03 8.2168E­03 2.5678E­02 4.0057E­03 1.4379E­02 3.4922E­02 3.8927E­02 5.5156E­02 6.6762E­02 6.7431E­02 6.1626E­02 
­0. 5.0739E­02 5.5258E­02 6.7892E­02 5.6696E­02 5.10U7E­02 4.6220E­02 4.9301E­02 5.7518E­02 
- 0 . 
3 .6976Ε-Ό2 
2 . 6 3 9 7 E - 0 2 
2 . 2 5 9 6 E - 0 2 
1 .7563E-02 
1 .037UE-02 
- 0 . 
0 . 
0 . 
1.2325E-02 3.4922E-03 -0. -0. 0. 5.1355E-02 3.0813E-03 2.9786E-03 2.0542E-03 0. 2.6088E-05 0. -0. 8.2168E-0U 0. 
6.3167E-04 2.1569E-04 
TABLE N° 11 
MATERIAL DECAY CONSTANT 
CUMULATIVE 






























Β KR KR KR KR RB RB SR SR Y 




89 91 92 93 94 96 95 97 98 100 99 101 102 104 103 105 106 107 108 110 109 111 112 113 114 115 126 128 130 127 129 131 132 
134 
135 136 133 135 137 138 139 140 142 141 144 43 44 45 146 47 148 150 47 48M 48 149 147 148 149 150 151 152 154 153 154 
55 
54 55 56 57 158 59 
1 
­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. 2.0740E­09 
"8· ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ^0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. 
­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­o· ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. 
­0. 
­0. 2.0928E­05 ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. 2.8248E­08 ­0. ­0. ­0. ­0. 7.2275E­07 ­0. ­0. 8.4479E­09 1.9760E­Q7 1.4857E­06 3.6260E­06 1.6910E­19 ­0. ­0. ­O, 2.7470E­10 ­0. ­0. ­0. 1.3728E­09 5.U950E­09 ­ 0 . ­ 0 . ­ 0 . ­ 0 . ­ 0 . ­ 0 . 
7.0000E­03 2.8000E­03 1.8000E­03 1.8000E­03 [.5Q00E­0: I.170QE­0Í I.95OOE­O; 3.8OOOE­O3 3.2700E­02 2.5100E­02 4.5600E­02 5.3700E­02 6.4300E­02 5.8600E­02 6.4300E­02 6.6400E­02 7.0000E­02 6.6800E­02 5.5800E­02 6.1100E­02 5.3700E­02 5.1500E­02 4.4000E­02 4.9600E­02 2.9100E­02 2.2200E­02 9.4000E­03 1.6000E­02 5.0000E­03 2.4000E­03 1.5000E­03 6.0000E­04 3.0000E­04 4.4000E­04 2.5000E­04 2.0000E­04 1.9000E­04 2.000QE­04 2.0000E­04 2.4000E­03 10.0000E­03 2.7000E­02 6.0000E­03 2.0000E­02 3.5600E­02 4.6400E­02 5.9500E­02 6.0000E­02 6.6300E­02 5.7000E­02 6.0300E­02 6.5800E­02 6.80Q0E­02 6.4Q00E­02 6.4700E­02 6.8300E­02 6.4000Ë­Q2 4.5000E­02 5.7000E­02 4.6100E­02 3.4700E­02 2.6300E­02 0. 
1.3400E­02 5.6000E­03 1.7800E­02 0. 0. 7.7000E­03 1.8400E­02 0. 7.6000E­03 0. 3.3500E­03 1.9000E­03 4.5000E­04 1.3000E­03 0. 
2.0000E­04 0. 1.5000E­04 1.1000E­0U 0. 
1.0000E­05 5.0000E­06 
1.400QE­03 5.4400E­03 10.0000E­03 2.9300E­03 2.0200E­02 1.3000E­02 2.4900E­02 3.5700E­02 5.7700E­02 4.7900E­02 5.84Q0E­02 6.0300E­02 6.4500E­02 6.4000E­02 6.3300E­02 6.2700E­02 6.Q900E­02 5.7800E­02 6.3000E­02 6.1000E­02 5.0000E­02 4.1000E­02 1.8000E­02 2.9000E­02 9.0000E­03 3.8000E­03 1.9000E­03 7.0000E­04 2.4000E­04 3.0000E­04 1.9000E­04 10.0000E­05 1.2000E­04 10.0000E­05 IO.OOOOE­05 5.0000E­04 3.7000E­03 2.0000E­02 T.3000E­03 8.0000E­03 3.0200E­02 4.3800E­02 8.060QE­02 6.4100E­02 6.4600E­02 7.0300E­02 6.7000E­02 6.1500E­02 
1:^881:81 6.4400E­02 6.0100E­02 6.4000E­02 6.0000E­02 5.7100E­02 5.6200E­02 3.9800E­02 3.0700E­02 2.6000E­02 1.7000E­02 6.7000E­03 2.5200E­02 0. 0. 1.3000E­02 2.3800E­02 0. 1.1300E­02 0. 4.4000E­03 2.8100E­03 7.7000E­04 1.6900E­03 0. 3.3000E­0U 0. 5.0000E­OU 1.4000E­0U 1.5000E­0U 2.0000E­05 1.0000E­05 
9.0Q00E­04 2.9000E­03 4.7000E­03 1.2700E­03 7.6000E­03 5.3900E­03 9.2Q00E­03 1.4200E­02 2.2500E­02 1.7100E­02 2.6100E­02 3. 1400E­02 3.9700E­02 4.4800E­02 5.1700E­02 5.0300E­02 5.6500E­02 5.8900E­02 7.1000E­02 6.1000E­02 5.9100E­02 6.0000E­02 5.93OOE­O2 5.6000E­02 3.9000E­02 4.5700E­02 3.0000E­02 2.0000E­02 7.0000E­03 1.4000E­02 2.7000E­03 10.0000E­04 7.0000E­04 5.0000E­04 4.0000E­04 2.5000E­03 8.0000E­03 2.5000E­02 3.9000E­03 1.4000E­02 2.7700E­02 5.2600E­02 7.4700E­02 7.3500E­02 6.6300E­02 5.9700E­02 6.2600E­02 6.6300E­02 6.3ÌO0E­02 6.6100E­02 5.6000E­02 5.0100E­02 4.5000E­02 4.4000E­02 4.9000E­02 3.9300E­02 3.6300E­02 2.6000E­02 2.2000E­02 1.7300E­02 1.0100E­02 2.2600E­02 0. 0. 
1.4000E­02 2.4500E­02 1.5200E­02 1.6200E­02 0. 
8.8000E­03 7.4000E­03 2.9000E­03 3.4000F­03 0. 1.6000E­03 0. 3.0000E­03 
1. 1000F­03 0. 6. 1500E­0U 2. 1000E­0U 
9.0Q00E­Q4 2.9000E­03 4.7Q00E­Q3 1.2700E­03 7.6000E­03 5.3900E­03 9.2000E­03 1.4200E­02 2.2500E­02 1.71Q0E­02 2.6100E­02 3.1400E­02 3.9700E­02 4.4800E­02 5.1700E­02 4.0000E­02 5.6500E­02 5.8900E­02 7.1000E­02 6.2000E­02 5.9100E­02 6.0000E­02 5.9300E­02 6.2000E­02 3.9000E­02 4.5700E­02 3.0000E­02 2.0000E­02 7.0000E­03 1.4000E­02 2.7000E­03 10.0000E­04 4.0000E­03 5.0000E­04 4.0000E­04 2.5000E­03 8.0000E­03 2.5000E­02 3.9000E­03 1.4000E­02 3.4000E­02 5.2600E­02 7.4700E­02 6.5000E­02 6.6300E­02 6.0000E­02 6.2600E­02 6.6300E­02 6.3100E­02 6.6100E­02 5.6000E­02 5.0100E­02 4.5000E­02 4.8000E­02 5.6000E­02 3.9300E­02 3.6000E­02 2.6000E­02 2.2000E­02 1.7300E­02 1.0100E­02 2.2000E­02 0. 0. 
1.2000E­02 2.4000E­02 1.5200E­02 1.2000E­02 0. 
5.0000E­03 3.0000E­03 2.9000E­03 2.0000E­03 0. 10.0000E­0U 0. 3.0000E­03 
1. 1000F­03 0. 6. 1500C­0U 2. 1000F­0U 
TABLE 12 
TABLE QF ISOTOPES IN THE AGGREGATES 
1 ­ AGGREGATE WITH 80 ELEMENTS 
Se82, Br35, Kr83, ICr84, Kr85, Kr86, Rb85, Rb87, Sr88, 
Sr90, Y89, Zr91, Zr92, Zr93, Zr94, Zr96, Mo95, Mo97, 
Mo 98, MO100, Tc99, RU101, Rul02, Rul04, Rhl03, Pdl05, 
Pdl06, Pdl07, Pdl08,Pdl10,. Ägl09, Cdl11, Cd112, Cd 1 13, 
Cdl14, Inil5, Tei26, Tei28, Tei29, 1127, 1129, Xel3l, 
Xei32, Xel34, Xei36, Csl33, Csl35, Csl37, Bal38, Lal39, 
Cei40, Cei42, ΡΠ41, Cei44, Ndl43, Ndl44, Ndi45, Ndi46, 
Ndl47, Ndl48, Ndl50, Pml47; Pml48M, Pmi48, Pmi49, Sml47, 
Smi48, Sml50, Sml5l, Sml52, Sml54, Eui53, Eul54, Eul55, 
Gdl54, Gdl55, Gd156, Gdl57, Gdl58, Tbi59. 
2 ­ AGGREGATE WITH 67 ELEMENTS 
Se82, Br35, ICr83, Kr84, Kr85, Kr86, Rb85, Rb87, Sr88, 
Sr90, Y89, Zr9l, Zr93, Zr94, Zr96, Mo95, Mo97, Mo98, 
Mo 100, Tc99, RU101, RU102, Rul04, Pd105, Pdl06, Pdl07, 
Pd108, Pdl10, Agl09, Cd 1 1 1 , Cd1l2,, Cd 1 13 , Cdl14, Inll5, 
Tei26, Tei28, Tei30, 1127, 1132, Xei32, Xel34, Xel36, 
CS133, Csl35, CS137, Bal38, Lai39, Cei40, Cei42, ΡΠ41, 
Cel44, Ndl44, Ndl45, Ndl46, Ndl47, Ndl48, Nd150, Pml49, 
Smi47, Smi48, Sml50, Sml54, Gdi54, Gdl56, Gdl58, Tbl 5 9. 
3 ­ AGGREGATE WITH 5 9 ELEMENTS 
Se82, Br8i, Kr83, Kr84, Kr85, Kr86, Ru85, Ru87, Sr88, Sr90, 
Y89, Zr91, Zr92, Zr93, Zr94, Zr96, Mo95, Mo97, Mo98, MolOO, 
Tc99, RU101, RU102, RU104, Pdl05, Pd106, Pdi07, Pdi08,PdllO, 
Agl09, Cd11l, Cdl12, Cdll4, Ini15, Tei26, Tei28, Tei30, 
1127, 1129, ΧΘ132, Xel34, Xei36, Csi33, Csl35, Csl37, Bai38, 
Lal39, Cei40, Cel42, ΡΠ41, Ndl44, Nd145, Ndl46, Ndl48, 
Ndi50, Smi54, Gdl56, Gdi58, Tbl59. 
TABLE 12 ( S e c o n d P a r t ) 
4 - AGGREGATE WITH 54 ELEMENTS 
S e 8 2 , B r 8 l , K r 8 3 , K r 8 4 , K r 8 5 , K r 8 6 , Rb85, Rb87 , S r 8 8 , 
S r 9 0 , Y8 9, Z r 9 1 , Z r 9 2 , Z r 9 3 , Z r 9 4 , Z r 9 6 , Ko97 , Ko98, 
KO100, RU101, RU102, RU104, P d 1 0 5 , P d l 0 6 , P d 1 0 7 , P d l 0 8 , 
P d 1 1 0 , Ag109, C d m , Cd112 , Cd114, . I n i 1 5 , T e l 2 6 , T e l 2 8 , 
T e l 3 0 , 1 1 2 7 , 1 1 2 9 , X e l 3 2 , X e l 3 4 , X e l 3 6 , C s l 3 7 , B a l 3 8 , 
L a l 3 9 , C e l 4 0 , C e l 4 2 , Ρ Π 4 1 , Nd144 , Nd146 , Nd148 , Nd150, 
Sml54, Gd156, Gd158, T b 1 5 9 . 
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Δ K = 0.26 % 




































SMI 52 EU 153 
EU 154 
EU155 
O.29 % ÍK = 0.24 % 
TABLE N° 15 
LIFE AVERAGE VALUES 
MATERIAL 
CALCULATED WITH AVERAGE YIELDS AND WITH CHAINS 




















0.50439L­07 Ü.100U6E­06 Û.33122E­06 0.72154Ε­07 0.50304Ε­06 0.28081Ε­06 0.66076Ε­06 0.85656Ε­06 0.12012E­C5 3.10383£­05 0.12042Ε­05 0. 12618Ε­05 0.13061Ε­05 0. 13295Ε­05 0.12049Ε­05 0.11668E­C5 0.11445Ε­05 0. 1Π68Ε­05 0. 11036Ε­05 0.97788E­C6 0.79032Ε­06 0.70753Ε­06 0.28951Ε­06 0.22283Ε­06 0.13860Ε­06 0.73307Ε­07 0.34605Ε­07 0.13353Ε­07 0.52381Ε­08 0.44886Ε­08 0.41320Ε­08 0.28976Ε­08 0.13976Ε­10 0.56734Ε­08 0.82271Ε­09 0.24762Ε­07 0.12329Ε­06 0.45385E­Q6 0.57906Ε­07 0.23611Ε­06 0.37006Ε­06 0.11710Ε­05 0.14432Ε­05 0.11106Ε­09 0.23143Ε­05 0.10311Ε­05 0.23373Ε­06 0.12807Ε­05 0.12296Ε­05 0. 12660Ε­05 0. 12877Ε­05 0.12613Ε­05 0.12303Ε­05 0.33784Ε­06 0.58829Ε­06 0.12837Ε­05 0.58989Ε­06 0.74633Ε­06 0.40883Ε­08 0.30710Ε­06 0. 12399Ε­06 0. 12891E­C6 0.40772Ξ­08 0.67716Ε­09 0. 10163Ε­03 0.57141Ε­07 0. 16121Ε­06 0.12719Ε­08 0.24236Ε­06 0.11602Ε­07 0.77660Ε­07 0. 12694Ε­07 0.59003Ε­07 0.13712Ε­07 0.25750Ε­08 0.98371Ε­09 0.38766Ε­10 0.55476Ε­08 0.48240Ε­11 0.22245Ε­08 0.11755Ε­09 
O. 15855Ε­04 0.70322E­0U 
0. 18157Ε­02 0.36894Ε­04 0.57847Ε­04 0.28160Ε­05 0.22333Ε­0Μ 0.85628Ε­05 0.14136Ε­05 0.14028E­U3 0.11517Ε­03 0.32310Ε­03 0.29896Ε­04 0.90722Ε­03 0.11494Ε­04 0.12721E­0U 0.23932Ε­02 0.53092Ε­03 0.18256Ε­03 0.20498Ε­03 0.47243Ε­02 0. 13936Ε­02 0.28881Ε­03 0.33381Ε­04 0.65375Ε­02 0.3Ο423Ε­03 0.49308Ε­04 0.56045Ε­04 0.51897Ε­04 0.10787Ε­05 0.12842Ε­03 0.46295Ε­05 0.95772Ε­06 0.65957Ε­04 0.21211Ε­05 0.52844Ε­04 0.69496Ε­05 0.92739Ε­05 Q.35717E­04 0.19361Ε­03 0.64922Ε­03 0.80258Ε­02 0.78870Ε­04 0.73197Ε­04 0.21178Ε­01 0.60537Ε­03 0.81874Ε­02 0.30704Ε­03 0.27906Ε­04 0.71395Ε­04 0. 11044Ε­02 0.74135Ε­04 0. 15464Ε­03 0. 16009Ε­02 0. 0.15341Ε­01 0.81973Ε­03 0.57041Ε­02 0.67199Ε­03 0. 0. 14277Ε­03 0.42041Ε­04 0.61800Ε­02 0. 13515Ε­02 0. 14441Ε­02 0. 0.95611Ε­03 0.11922Ε­03 0.70521Ε­02 0.27400Ε­02 0.41479Ε­02 0.37974Ε­02 0.57371Ε­05 0.32566Ε­02 0.29334E­Ü2 0.29566Ε­02 0.13137Ε­05 0.64191Ε­04 0.53493Ε­05 0.33711Ε­04 0.20437Ε­05 0. 12324Ε­05 
5/12/66 PAGE 1 
DIMENSION D E N « 2 5 0 , 2 ) , Ν Η Ο Τ ί 2 5 0 , 1 ) , F I S I G ( 4 , 2 5 0 ) , T 0 S I G ( 4 , 2 5 0 ) , A B S I G < 4 
1 , 2 5 0 ) , O U S I G ( 4 , 2 5 0 ) 1 X N U 1 4 , 2 5 0 ) , R P H I A V ( 4 , 1 ) 1 V 0 L ( 1 ) , C R ( 1 ) . 2 V F R E G n ) , Y I E L D l { 2 5 6 ) . Y I E L D 2 { 2 5 0 ) . Y I E L D 3 í 2 5 0 ) ! Y I E L D 4 ( 2 5 0 í , N X Í 2 5 Q . l ) 3 , Ν 0 Π ) , Ν Υ ( 3 , 1 ) , 0 Ο Ε Ν ( 2 5 0 ) , Ο Ε Ν Ι Ο 0 { 1 ) , Υ Τ ί 2 5 0 ) 1 Χ ( 1 5 ) , Υ Π 5 ί , Α Ν Α Μ Ε < 2 5 0 , 1 
DIMENSION DIRAC(250,4),XLAMÍ250),AVDEN(250),DENN(250),RPHI(4) 
COMPON DEN,NHOT,FI SIG,TOSIG,ABSIG,OUSIG,XNU,RPHIAV.DIRAC,VOLtCR.VF 1REG,YIELD1,YIELD2,YIELD3tYIELD4,NX,N0,NY,0DEN,DENI0D,YT,X»Y,DELSEC 2»DELDAY,N26,RPXE,NMAT,ANAME,XLAM COMMON JN,JNUM,JNSTOP,IPAGE,AVDEN,COUNT,DENN,FIN,RPHI,NLT,NORM 50 FORMAT (3112) 7 FORMAT (72H1SPEC ilAL DATA DECAY FISSION YIELDS 2­ 4X43HCAPTURE FACTORS FROM 4 PRECEEDING MATERIALS/73H SET IDENT.N « XO CONSTANT FROM U233 FROM U235 FROM PU239 FROM PU241 11X2 X7H( IF NEGATIVE MEANS DECAY )//) Η 90 F0RMAT(I8,1PEÍ6.4,1P4E12«4,4X,1P4E11.3) U 6 FORMAT (1P5E12.5) 340 Ü C C NS=5 < NT=6 Κ CALL INPUTA 7 15 FIN=DEN<3,1)+DEN(5,1)+DEN(9,1)+DEN(11,1) 
5> JN=-1 
Í2 COUNT=0*0 DO 3 L=1,NMAT ¿ 3 AVDEN(L)=0.0 * CALL DCALC M 1 CALL BURNUP . CALL DCALC Ü IF(JN­JNSTOP)1,2,2 2 JN=JN+1 DO 4 L=1,NMAT ­* 4 DEN(L,1)=AVDEN(L)/C0UNT * CALL DCALC ° FICMS=0.0 »­ J9=NH0T(9,1) < J11=NH0T(11,1) Κ J5=NH0T<5,1) 3 J3=NH0T(3,1) m DO 10 1=1,4 10 FICMS=FICMS+(DEN<3.1)*FISIG<I,J3)/XNU(I,J3)+ DEN(5,1)*FISIG(I,J5)/ 1XNUÍI,J5)+ DEN(9,1 )»FISIG(I,J9)/XNUÍI,J9) + DEN(11,1)*FISIG(I,Jl1)/ 2XNU1I,J11))*RPHIAVU,1) ANST0P=JNST0P FICM=FICMS*ANST0P*DELDAY*8.64E+4 FIFA=FICM/FIN FIWATT=3.12E+10 P0WER=(FICMS*1.0E+24)/FIWATT WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,11,FIFA,POWER Π FORMAT (6H0FIFA=E12.5,18H POWER (WATT/CM3)=E12.5) A=FICMS FICMS=0.0 
5/12/66 PAGE 2 
DO 12 1=1,4 
12 FICMS=FICMS+<DENt3,l)*FISIG<I,J3)/XNU{I.J3)+ DEN(5,1)*FISIG(I,J3)/ 1XNUU,J3) + DEN(9,1)*FISIGU,J9)/XNUU,J9) + DENI 11,1)»FISIGtI,J Π ) / 2XNU( I ,J1 1 ) )*RPHI< I ) DO 13 1=1,4 13 RPHK I)=RPHIU)*A/FICMS , WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,14,(RPHI(I>,1=1,4) 14 FORMAT (42H0FOR THIS POWER THE FLUXES SHOUD HAVE BEEN//6E12.5) REAC INPUT TAPE 5r50,KKl,KK2,NORM IF(KK1)102,102,103 103 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,7 DO 100 K=KK1,KK2 READ INPUT TAPE NS,6,( XLAM{Κ),YlELDlíK),YIELD2(Κ),YIELD3(K), 1YIELD4(K)) READ INPUT TAPE NS,6,(DIRAClK,L),L=1,4) ce 100 CONTINUE DO 101 L=1,NMAT I­ 101 DEN(L,1)=DEN(L,2) U DO 105 K=1,NLT Ü WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NT,90,(K, XLAMtK),YIELDl(K),YIELD2(K),YIELD3(K), 1YIELD4ÍK) , (DIRAC(K,L),L=1,4)) 105 CONTINUE < IF(NORM)500,500,501 g 501 Yl=C.0 Γ Y2=0.0 J Y3=0.0 _ Y4=0.0 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,7 ¿ DO 502 K=1,NLT Y1=Y1+YIELD1(K) tj Y2=Y2+YIEL02(K) . Y3=Y3+YIELD3(K) U 502 Y4=Y4+YIEL04(K) DO 503 K=1,NLT YIELD1(K)=YIELD1(K)»2./Y1 
s YIELD2(K)=YIELD2(K)»2./Y2 * YIELD3(K)=YIELD3(K)*2./Y3 0 YIELD4(K)=YIELD4{K)*2./Y4 I­ WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NT,90,(K, XLAM( Κ ), YIELDl ( K') »YIELD2Í K) ,YIELD3 ( Κ) , < 1YIELD4(K),(DIRAC(K,L),L=1,4)) X WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 10,6,(XLAM{Κ),Yl ELD 1(K),YIELD2(K),YIELD3(Κ), D 1YIELD4CK)) ui 503 CONTINUE 500 GO TO 15 102 CALL EXIT END!1,0,O,O,O,O,1,0,O,O,O,O,O,0,0) 





























101 102 50 
SUBROUTINE BURNUP 
SUBROUTINE BURNUP 
DEPLETION AND BUILDUP CALCULATION 
DIMENSION DENI 2 5 0 , 2 ) , N H O T < 2 5 0 , 1 ) , F l S I G ( 4 , 2 5 0 ) , T O S I G ( 4 , 2 5 0 ) . A B S I G ( 4 1 , 2 5 0 ) , O U S I G ( 4 , 2 5 0 ) , X N U ( 4 , 2 5 0 ) , R P H I A V < 4 , 1 ) . V O L ! 1 ) , C R ( 1 ) , 2VFREÇ(1 ) ,Y IELD1(25Õ) .Y IELD2(250 ) .Y IELD3(250 ) ,Y IELD4(250 ) ,NX(250 ,1 ) 3 ,N0(1 ) , N Y ( 3 , l ) , O D E N ( 2 5 0 ) , D E N I O D t l ) , YT1250) , Χ Π 5 ) , Υ Π 5 ) , ANAME( 250 , 1 40) 
DIMENSION DIRAC(250,4),XLAM<250),AVDEN(250),DENN(250),RPHI(4) 
COMMON DEN,NHOT,FISIG,TOSlG,ABSIG,OUSIG,XNU,RPHIAV,DIRAC,VOL,CR.VF 1REG,YIELD1,YIELD2,YIELD3,YIELD4,NX,N0,NY,0DEN,DENI0D,YT,X,Y,DELSEC 2,DELDAY,N26,RPXE,NMAT,ANAME,XLAM COMMON JN,JNUM,JNSTOP,I PAGE,AVDEN,COUNT,DENN,FIN,RPHI,NLT,NORM FORMAT Í13H1 TIME STEP I3//72H REGION FRACT XION OF FISSIONS FROM /19X,6H U­233,9X,6H U­235, X8X.7H PU­239.8X.7H PU­241 //) FORMAT ( I10,1PE17.5,1P3E15.5) FORMAT (42H0 REGION CONVERSION RATIO REG VOLUME UÌ FORMAT ( I10,1PE17.5,1PE15.5) 
NT = 6 N20 = l JN=JN+1 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE ΝΤ,Ι,ϋΝ ZJNUM=JNUM IF(JN) 15,15,20 DELSEC=0.0 GO TO 25 DELSEC=DELDAY*8.64E+4/ZJNUM JNN = 0 JNN=JNN+1 XXP=0.0 YYP=0.0 IR=1 DO 2003 L=1,NMAT DENN(L)=DEN(L,1) CONTINUE XXX=0.0 YYY=0.0 DO 50 1-1,15 IF(1-13)103,50,103 X{I)=0.0 YÍ I) = 0.0 J=NHOT(I,IR) DO 102 IE=1,M26 Y(I)=Y(I)+RPHIAV(IE,IR)*ABSIG(IE,J) IF(1-13)101,102,102 X( I ) = X(I)+RPHIAV(IE,IR)»IABSIG{IE,J)-FI S IG(IE,J)/XNU(IE,J)) CONTINUE CONTINUE Y131=Y(1)-XÍ1) Y132=Y(3)-X(3) Y133=Y(5)-X(5) Y134=Y(7)-X(7) 
5/12/66 
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87 88 89 90 91 92 
95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 106 107 108 
109 





















0DEN3 DEN<3 1­6 0DEN4 DEN14 
ÎDELSE ODEN5 DEN(5 DELS 0DEN6 DEN (6 
1 DELS 0DEN7 DEN(7 0DEN8 DEN(8 
1 
2 0DEN9 DEN(9 1­5 ODENl DENÍ1 
1 DELS ODENl DENtl 
1 2­9 ODENl DENtl 
1 ODENl XYZ = t 1 I 
3 t 4J/2.0 58))/2 6Y112) XYZT = 
'iPtl 
ZF3 = ( ZF4={ IF (J WRITE CONTI 
Y ( 9 ) - X ( Y ( l 1 ) - X =DF.N(1, , IR)=DE »DEN(2, , I R ) = . 5 
. 5 -< =DENt3, , I R ) = ( D *D =DEN14, , I R ) = ( D C +( =DEN(5, , I R ) = ( D EC) / ( =DEN(6, , I R ) = ( D EC) / ( =DENI7, , IR)=DE =DEN(8, , I R ) = . 5 
• 5 
=DEN(9, , I R ) = ( D »D 0=DENt1 0 , I R ) = t EC» X 1=DEN(1 1 , I R ) = t 
2=DEN<1 2,IR)M XI 1 3=DENt1 DEN( 1,1 DENIS,I DEN(9,I DENÍ2.I +(DEN(6 •+(DEN( ­ X(12) (DENt3, tDEN(9, DEN(3,I DENtSiI DENt9,I DEN 111. NN­JNUM OUTPUT NUE 
9) Π Ι ) IR) N ( 1 , I R ) * ( 2 e IR) * t D E N ( 1 , I R ) * (DEN(1 - IR) .292794E-6+ 
IR) E N ( 3 , I R ) * ( 2 E L S E C ) / ( 2 . 0 
IR) E N { 4 , I R ) * ( 2 DEN(2 , IR )+0 
IR) 
E N ( 5 , I R ) » ( 2 2.0+DELSEC* IR) E N < 6 , I R ) » t 2 2.0+DELSEC* IR) 
N ( 7 , I R ) * ( 2 . 
IR) * { D E N I 7 , I R ) » (DEN{7 , IR ) . 344316É-5 
IR) E N ( 9 , I R ) » I 2 E L S E O / 1 2 . 0 0 , I R ) D E N ( 1 0 , I R ) * ( 9 ) + t D E N ( 8 , 
D E N d l t I R ) · DENMO. IR> + +Y( 11) ) ) 2 , I R ) D E N t l 2 , I R ) * 1)«DELSEC)/ 3 . I R ) R)+0DEN1)*Y R)+0DEN5)«Y R)+0DEN9)*Y R)+0DEN2)*( , IR)+0DEN6) 10. IR)+0DEN ) / 2 . 0 IR)+0DEN3)* IR)+0DEN9)* R)+0DEN3)*Y R)+0DEN5)*Y R)+0DEN9)»Y IR)+0DEN11) ) 124,120.1 TAPE NT,2, 
0­DELSEC»Y(l))/(2.0+DELSEC*Y(1)) 
+0DEN1)*X(1)/( .292794E­6 +Y(2)) +(0DEN2­+0DEN1)*X(1)/( .292794E­6 +Y(2)))»EXPFt Y(2))*DELSEC) 
.0­DELSEC*Y<3))+(DEN{2,IR)+0DEN2)* .292794E +DELSEC*Y(3)) 




+0DEN7)*X(7)/( .344316E­5 +YI8)) +Î0DEN8­+0DEN7)»X{7)/< .344316E­5 +Y(8)))»EXPFt +Y(8))»DELSEC) 




(2.0­DELSEC»Ytl2) ) + (DENt 11, IR)+0DEN1 1 ) · (2.0+DELSEC*Y(12)) 
131/2.0+<DEN(3,IR)+ODEN3)*Y132/2.0+ 133/2.0+tDEN17.IR)+0DEN7)*Yl34/2.0+ 135/2.0+tDEN(11,IR)+ODENl1)»Y136/2.0+ Y(2)­Xt2))/2.0+(DEN(4,IR)+ODEN4)»(Y(4)­X(4) *(Yt6)­Xt6))/2.0+(DEN<8,IR)+0DEN8)*(Y(8)­X( 10)*(Y110)­X(10) )/2.0 + (DENH2, IR )+0DEN12)» t 
Y132/2.0+(DEN(5,IR)+ODEN5)*Y133/2.0+ Y135/2.0+<DEN(11,IR)+0DEN11)*Y136/2.0 132*.5/XYZT 133*.5/XYZT 135».5/XYZT *Y136*.5/XYZT 20 IR,ZF1,ZF2,ZF3,ZF4 
5/12/66 
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205 210 . 230 
SUBROUTINE BURNUP 5 / 1 2 / 6 6 PAGE 3 
DO 125 K = l , 3 184 123 KX=NYtK,IR) 185 125 YTíK)=YIELD1{KX)*ZF1+YIELD2(KX)»ZF2+YIELD3tKX)*ZF3+YIELD4ÍKX)»ZF4 186 DEN(13,IR)=0DEN13+YTÎ1)*DELSEC*XYZ 187 D E N t l 4 , I R ) = Y T ( 2 ) * X Y Z / l R P X E + 2 . 1 Ε - 5 + Υ Π 4 ) ) 188 DENt15 , IR )=YT(3 ) *XYZ /Y (15 ) 189 DENIODt IR)=YT<2)*XYZ/2 .87E-5 190 I F (NOUR) ) 2 1 0 , 2 1 0 , 2 0 0 191 200 NK=16 NL=15+N0UR) DO 205 L=NK,NL IL=NHOT(L, IR) Y16=0.0 Y16A=0.0 Z16=0.0 DO 116 IE=1,N26 116 Y16=Y16+RPHIAV( IE , IR ) *ABSIG( IE , I L ) K=L-15 KFU = NX(K, IR) YT{K)=YIELD1(KFU)*ZF1+YIELD2(KFU)*ZF2+YIELD3(KFU)*ZF3+YIELD4(KFU) X »ZF4 ODEN(K)=DENÍL,IR) SPLAT=YT(K)*XYZ DO 10 1=1,4 J = L­I IF(J)10,10,13 IF(DIRAC(KFU,I))11,10,12 Y16A=0.0 ILA=NHOTtJ,IR) DO 14 IE=1,N26 Y16A = Y16A+RPHIAVIIE,IR)»ABSIG(I E,ILA) SPLAT=SPLAT+0.5*(DENÍJ,IR)+ODENtJ­15))»Y16A*DIRAC(KFU,I) GO TO 10 KK=NX(J­15,IR) SPLAT=SPLAT­0.5*IDEN(J,IR)+ODEN(J­15))*DIRAC(KFU,I)*XLAM(KK) CONTINUE SPLAT=SPLAT/(Y16+XLAMIKFU)) DEN(L,IR)=SPLAT+<DEN(L,IR)­SPLAT)*EXPF(­(Y16+XLAMÍKFU))*DELSEC) CONTINUE 210 CONTINUE 221 XXX=(.292794E­6»DEN(2,IR)+X{4)*DEN<4,IR)+.344316E­5»DENt8,IR)+X(10 222 



















2000 DO 2004 L=1,NMAT 2004 AVDEN t L)=AVDEN(L) + (DENN(L)+DEN(L,1))/2.0 C0UNT=C0UNT+1.0 1000 IF (JNN-JNUM) 25,1001,1001 1001 CONTINUE 1200 CRT=XXP/YYP WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NT,3 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NT,4,(IR,CR(IR),V0L(IR),IR=1,N20) JNN=0 RETURN ENDtl,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) 
5/12/66 
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PAGE 4 
SUBROUTINE INPUTA 5/12/66 PAGE 1 
SUBROUTINE INPUTA 249 
C READS AND PRINTS LIBRARY DATA 251 C i2 DIMENSION DENÍ250,2),NHOTt250,1),FI SIG{4,250),TOSIG(4,250),ABSIGt4 1,250).OUSIG(4,250).XNU(4,250),RPHIAV(4,1), VOLt1),CR(1), 2VFREGÎ1),YIELD!(250),YIELD2(250),YIELD3I250),YIELD4(250),NX{250,1) 3,N0(1),NYl3,1),0DEN(250),DENI0Dl1),YTt250),X(15),Y(15),ANAMEt250,1 40) DIMENSION DIRAC(250,4),XLAM(250),AVDEN(250),DENN(250),RPHI(4) C COMMON DEN,NHOT,FISlG,TOSIG,ABSIG,OUSIG,XNU,RPHIAV.DIRAC,VOL,CR,VF 1REG,YIELD1fYIELD2,YIELD3,YIELD4,NX,N0,NY,0DEN,DENI0D,YT,X,Y,DELSEC 2,DELDAY,N26,RPXE,NMAT,ANAME,XLAM COMMON JN,JNUM,JNSTOP,I PAGE,AVDEN,COUNT,DENN,F IN,RPHI,NLT,NORM W 1 F0RMAT148H1 LIBRARY CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING DAJA // 332 - X 72H NU*FISSION TRANSPORT ABSORPTION SCATTER OUT NEUTS/FISSION 333 ·" X DILUTION ) 334 U 2 FORMAT (10H0BLOCK NO. 14) 335 U 3 FORMAT U0A6.36X,lPE12.4/{ 1P5E12.4) ) 4 FORMAT (1814) 338 5 FORMAT (1P6E12.5) 339 < 6 FORMAT ί1P5E12.5) 340 χ 7 FORMAT (72H1SPEC η UAL DATA DECAY FISSION YIELDS £ 2- 4X43HCAPTURE FACTORS FROM 4 PRECEEDING MATERIALS/73H SET IDENT.N _ XO CONSTANT FROM U233 FROM U235 FROM PU239 FROM PU241 11X2 X7HI IF NEGATIVE MEANS DECAY )//) ¿ 90 F0RMAT(I8,1PE16.4,1P4E12.4,4X,1P4E11.3) 70 F0RMAT(46H1 MAFIA LIBRARY CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING DATA /72H0SPEC 341 η 1IAL DATA CAPTURE FISSION YIELDS 342 . 2- /73H SET IDENT.NO FACTOR FROM U233 FROM U235 FROM PU23 343 Ü 39 FROM PU241 /1 18,1 PEI 6.4,1P4E12.4)) 344 8 FORMAT«1H0///7X 41H CRITERION FOR- CONVERGENCE CRITERION //7X 345 X20H EIGENVALUE 1PE16.4/7X 20H POINT 1PE16.4 346 ■s X/7X 20H CONTROL SEARCH- 1PE16.4//) 347 ~' 9 FORMAT«I4,8X,E12.5) 0 201 FORMAT!19H1TIME STEP (DAYS)» E12.5,10X,21HXE REMOVAL FRACTION» E12 *· 1.5/17H0MAX TIME STEPS» 14,10X,19HSMALL/LARGE STEPS» I4///4112H FLU < 2X GROUP 15,3H =,E12.5/)) X NS = 5 D NT=6 ui IPAGE=0 348 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NT,1 349 READ INPUT TAPE NS,4,N26,NLB,NLT,M1,M2,M3,N,N0RM IR=1 NY(1,IR)=M1 354 NY(2,IR)=M2 355 40 NY(3,IR)=M3 356 DO 100 IL=1,NLB READ INPUT TAPE NS,3,iANAME(IL.K),K=1,10),XBUG,(FISIGÍIE,IL),TOSIG X(IE,IL),ABSIGÍIE,IL), OUSIGtIE,IL),XNUtIE,IL),IE=1,N26) 360 50 CONTINUE 361 IPAGE=IPAGE+3+N26 362 IF UPAGE-48) 58,55,55 363 55 IPAGE=0 364 
SUBROUTINE INPUTA 5/12/66 PAGE 2 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NT,1 365 58 WRITE OUTPUT TAPC NT,?., IL 366 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NT,3,iΑΝΛΜΕ( IL,Κ),Κ»1,10),XBUG,(FI S IG(Ι E,IL), Χ TOSICI ΙΕ,IL), A H S I G ( I E . Ï L ) , 368 Χ OUSlGtIE,IL),XNU(IE,IL),IE=1,N26) 369 103 CONTINUE 376 IF(Ν»21,21,22 21 READ INPUT TAPE NS,6,(DIRAC(K,1),YIELD 1(Κ),YIELD2{K),YIELD3<Κ), Χ YIELD4(K),K=1,NLT) WRITE 0UTPUTTAPENT.70,(K,DIRAC(K,1),YIELDl(Κ),Υ IELD2(Κ),YIELD3(Κ), Χ _ ,Λ , YIELD4IK) ,K = 1,NLT> DO 12 Κ=1 ,NLT DO 13 L=2,4 13 DIRAC(K,L)=0.0 12 XLAM(K)=0.0 « GO TO 11 ­ 2?. WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NT,7 ·" DO 10 K=l ,NLT U READ INPUT TAPE NS,6,( XLAM(K),YIELD1(K),YIELD2(Κ),Y IELD3(Κ), ϋ 1YIELD4(K ) ) READ INPUT TAPE NS,6,t DIRAC(K,L),L»1,4) WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NT,90,(Κ, XLAMtΚ),YIELDl(Κ),YIELD2(Κ),YIELD3«Κ), < 1YIELD4IK) ,(DIRACIK,L),L=1,4)) Κ 10 CONTINUE η Π IF(NORM»5 00,500,501 £ 501 γι=ο.ο ϋ: Υ2=ο.ο 
Υ3=0.0 
,; Υ4=Ο.Ο WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,7 π DO 502 K=1,NLT Yl=Yl+YIELDl(Κ) U Y2=Y2+YIELD2(K) Y3=Y3+YIELD3IK) 502 Y4=Y4+YIELD4(K) 5 DO 503 K=1,NLT 
* YIELD!(K)=YIELD1(K)*2./Y1 
° YIELD2(K)=YIELD2(K)»2./Y2 ·- YIELD3(K)=YIELD3(K)*2./Y3 < YIELD4(K)=YIELD4(K)»2./Y4 




















SUBROUTINE DCALC 5/12/66 PAGE 1 
SUBROUTINE DCALC DIMENSION DEN(250,2 ),NHOT(250,1),FI SIGI 4.250),TOS IG(4,250).ABSIG(4 1,250) , OU S Iv, (4,250 ).XNU( 4, 250), RPHI AV (4,1), VOL t 1),CR( 1 , 2VFREG 1),YIELD1(25Ó),YIELD2(250).YIELD3(250),YIELD4(250),NX 250Î 3,NO tl ),NY(3,1),ODEN(250),DENIOD(1),YT(250),XP5),Y(15),ANAME(25Ô,1 40) 
DIMENSION DIRAC(250,4),XLAM(250),AVDEN(250),DENN(250),RPHI(4) 
CONMON DEN,NHOT,FISIG,TOSIG,ABSlG,OUSIG,XNU,RPHIAV,DIRAC,VOL,CR,VF 1REG,YIFLD1,YIELD2,YIELD3,YIELD4,NX,N0,NY,0DEN,DENI0D,YT,X,Y,DELSEC 2,DELDAY,N26,RPXE,NMAT,ANAME,XLAM COMMON JN.JNUM,JNSTOP,I PAGE,AVDEN,COUNT,DENN,F IN,RPHI.NLT,NORM DIMENSION DIFL(U.l) ,T0TL(4,1 ),SIGA(4,1),TRICt 4»1),SIGSt4,1),REACT 
101 (fl C J 102 
­ DIMENSION AM(250) 
f" IR =1 U 60 DO 200 IE=1,N26 108 Ü DIFLIIE,IR)=0.0 109 T0TL( IE,IR)=0.0 110 SIGAt IE,IR)=0.0 111 < TRICt IE, IR)=0.0 112 χ S I G S l I E , I R ) = 0 . 0 113 û. DO 100 L = l, NMAT to 85 IL=NHCT(L,IR) 125 90 IEE = Ι E 126 Q=DEN(L,IR) 127 ¿ TOTLtIE,IR)=TOTLtIE,IR)+ Q »TOSIGtΙΕ,IL) 128 SIGAtIE,IR)=SIGA(IE,IR)+ Q »ABSIGtIE,IL) 129 U TRIClIE,IR)=TRIC(IE,IR)+ Q »FISIGtIE,IL) 130 SIGStIE,IR)=SIGS(IE,IR)+ Q »OUSIG t IE,IL) 131 ϋ DIFLtIE,IR)=1.0/(3.0*TOTL(IE,IR)) 100 CONTINUE 141 200 CONTINUE 142 5 300 CONTINUE 143 * RPHI(1)=1.0 149 0 DO 10 IE=2,M26 150 *~ 10 RPH Κ IE) »RPHI ( I E-l ) »S I GS ( I E-l , IR ) / ( DI FL ( Ι Ε , IR ) »TRANS t IE, 1 )+S IGAt ΙE < 1,IR)+SIGS(IE,IR)) X 4!0 FORMAT (4E12.5) D 411 FORMAT (6112) ui REACT (2) = (TRICt 1, IR) »RPHI t 1 )+TRIC ( 2, IR ) »RPHI ( 2 )+TRIC ( 3, IR) »RPHI (3) 1+TRIC14,IR)»RPHI(4))/((DIFLt1,IR)»TRANS(1,1)+SIGAt 1,IR)+SIGS(1,IR) 2)*RPHI(1)) IF(JN-JNSTOP)405,405,406 406 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,407,REACT!2) 407 FORMAT (28H1 LIFE AVERAGE KEFF =,E12.5) GO TO 412 405 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,6,JN,REACT(2) 6 F0RMATM2H0 TIME STEP ,I4,12H KEFF ,E12.5) 412 SUMA=0.0 DO 13 L=l,ΝΜΑΤ AM(L)=0.0 IL=NH0T(L,1) 
DO 11 IE=1,N26 
SUBROUTINE DCALC 5/12/66 PAGE 2 

























































How to read 
yield cards 
N > 0 chains 
with ramifi-
cations 















1 - 60 
10 A6 
I s o t o p e 
n a m e 
ANAME(lL,K) ,—,— -. 






E 1 2 . 5 
f i s s i o n 
F I S I G ( I E , I L ) 
E 1 2 . 5 
' t r a n s p o r t 
TOSIG(TE,IL) 
E 1 2 . 5 
" ' a b s o r p t i o * 
A B S I G ( l E f I L ) 
E 1 2 . 5 
o u t s c a t t e r . 
O U S I G ( I E , I L ) 
E 1 2 . 5 
-a 
X N U ( I E , I L ) 
One p e r g r o u p 
(N26) f o r e a c h 
i s o t o p e 
C a r d s 2 
(NLB) 
a n d 3 
r e p e a t e d NLB 





















If N> 0 
cards 4 and 5 
needed 

































K - 4 
DIRAC(K,4) 
Cards 4 and 5 
repeated NLT 
times 











t e r i a l 
N H 0 T ( I L , I ) 
1 3 - 2 4 
I n i t i a l 
atom den-
s i ty 
D E N ( I L , I ) 










f i r s t spe-
c ia l mate-
r i a l 




c ia l mate-





c ia l mate-
r i a l 
NX(3) 







If = 1.0 
this element 

















































E 1 2 . 5 
Core volume 
VOL 
E 1 2 . 5 
Xe removal 
constant 














N° of small 
time s tep 
per big t i -









Flux group 1 
RPHIAV(1) 
E 12.5 
Flux group 2 
RPHIAV(2) 
E 12.5 
Flux group 3 
RPHIAV(3) 
E 12.5 































nue with cards 
4 and 5 as many 
times as 
(KK2 - KK1) 
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